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Rates are in Thai Baht net per person

Half Day Bike tour - Colors of Chiang Mai

RBC01 – Half Day Colors of Chiang Mai

Prices net per person in Thai Baht / Twin Sharing basis in a group of:
CODE
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01.11.19 – 31.10.20
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RBC01 – Half Day Colors of Chiang Mai - Daily Departures at 08.00 am & 13.00 pm
Our Colors of Chiang Mai bicycle tour is a 4-5 hour amazing bike adventure through the southern part of Chiang Mai The northern city Chiang Mai,
known as the ‘Rose of the North’, maintains the allure it has held for travelers for centuries. During the trip participants will learn and see parts of the
rich cultural background of Chiang Mai
The route takes us on quiet and green land roads, passing the historic settlement Wiang Kum Kam, founded in 1286 by King Mengrai. It was the
capital of the Lanna-empire for a period of only 10 years. We will see temples and ruins dating back hundreds of years
We make a stop at a local temple en route. The guide can tell you everything about this temple and about Buddhism in general.
Furthermore, we visit the McKean rehabilitation center; a former leper colony, once cut off from the outside world. Nowadays it is a rehabilitation
center for people with many kinds of physical disabilities.
We continue our Chiang Mai bicycle tour and stop at an elementary school mostly attended by Hill tribe children.
The ancient Lanna empire produced some of the finest ceramics ever to have been made. These days the northern region still is the major center of
Thailand’s pottery industry. At a small pottery we watch the craftsmen make different shapes of pottery by hand. Riding along the Ping River we
breathe in the local atmosphere that makes Chiang Mai so special.
We stop at a local bakery where we have a delicious sweet bun while watching them produce many other different products. At the market we see
the same products back in small traditional shops; and here you have the opportunity to sample some of the most delicious and exotic fruits and
other snacks
During the Colors of Chiang Mai bicycle tour we stop every hour for a short rest and provide you with drinking water or a soft drink. Halfway through
the trip we provide a small Thai meal (Khao Soy Kai) in a local restaurant.

Discover the hidden places of Chiang Mai through this recreational, cultural and educational half day Chiang Mai bicycle tour. Join this adventure to
the unbeaten paths and to sites where old traditions continue to live on.
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Terms & Conditions:
The quoted rates include:
 A unique and unequalled Chiang Mai cycling experience
 Bicycle Rent – Imported bicycles with U.S. design. All bicycles are in excellent condition; have a carrier on the back; 21speed and front
suspension, and all are terrain comfort bikes.
 A delicious Thai snack/meal
 Water or soft-drinks during the trip
 Pick-up / Drop-off transfer at Hotel in Chiang Mai town
The quoted rates do not include:
 Other meals than mentioned in the program
 Expenditure of a personal nature i.e. souvenirs etc.
Conditions:
 Minimum 2 persons for S.I.C. and limited to a maximum of 8 persons per group
 Guest should be in reasonable physical condition
 Every healthy person who is able to balance and ride a bicycle can join the trip
 Family with child should be booked as Private tour
 Program could be subject to change due to local condition
CHILDREN POLICY:Children of 12 years of older are welcome to join all our tours Children younger than 12 are of course also welcome BUT the following conditions
apply:








Tour should be booked as Private tour
A maximum of 1 children 0-5 yeas per parent of guardian can join free of charge (Except some tour)
Children between 0-5 yeas or with a maximum weight of 48LBS (22 KG) can join the tour in a special child safety
Seat on the carrier of the bicycle Older or heavier children should be able to ride children-bicycle
Children 12 years and older the adult fee is applicable
Parents or guardian are fully responsible for the behavior and well-being of their children during the excursions
No claims can be made on whatsoever to THE SUPPLIER its management its staff or its guides
Child rate differ per tour please see tour price information

Note:
All booking and all program request please kindly send to AWE reservation to check any conditioned and availability before made a booking
NO REFUNDS:
Please note that no refunds will be made for any services provided in the package that your clients do not use.
Disclaimer:
Asia World Enterprise acts as an intermediary between transportation and airline companies, hotels, tourist offices and all other contractors
providing services for tourists. Additional expenses incurred due to delays, accidents, natural disaster, political action and unrest must be borne by
the clients. Programs and tours prices are based on the situation at the time of printing this proposal and could be subject to change due to local
conditions. Participation in our tour programs implies the client’s agreement to the above. We reserve the right to amend or alter any of the
conditions herein without notice from time to time and at its sole discretion.

